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Sounds great, right? Well, maybe not. It turns out (= is suprisingly 
true) that most people can’t handle such a huge, sudden change in 
their lives. Davey quickly realized that he was getting depressed. 
Even winning awards didn’t make him feel better. The emotional 
stress of becoming famous and so many people having high 
expectations* of him was just too much to handle. His experience 
is not uncommon: many “stars” start to become emotionally 
unstable* as the world watches their every move.

Davey drew a comic to try to express (= show) how he felt and 
posted it online. “The point (= purpose) of the comic was to clarify 
(= make clear) that financial and critical success* does not simply 
make your insecurities* go away,” he wrote on his web site. “If you 
were insecure (= not confident) about other peoples’ opinions of 
you and addicted to praise* in order to feel good about yourself, 
the dirty truth is that there is no amount of praise you can receive 
that will make that insecurity go away. I’m stressing out (= I feel 
stressed) about peoples’ opinions of me and forgetting simply to 
feel good about myself.”

So how is he doing now? There’s good news there. Davey realized 
that a big part of his problem was worrying about all the people 
writing to him and watching his every move online. He made a big 
decision: to quit using social media, stop giving interviews, and 
concentrate on himself and his own life. We asked him how he’s 
doing now, and he told us he’s made huge strides (= a lot of progress) 
in improving his emotional health.

So what can we learn from Davey’s 
experience? Becoming famous is a dream many 
young people have, but it’s something we have 
to approach (= deal with) very carefully. Being 
successful or famous is a fine goal, but our 
first priority* should always be to take care of 
ourselves and be ready to ask for help or take 
a break when we need it.
Megan LeBoeuf (USA)
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Glossary*
high expectations – when people expect you to be 

great or do big things
emotionally unstable – emotionally or 

psychologically unhealthy
critical success – when critics (people who rate 

games, films, and other media) like your work
insecurities – feelings that you are not good enough
praise – kind words
priority – something important in your life

davey Wreden, one of the creators of The Stanley 
Parable, was not expecting his game to become famous 
and win any “Game of the Year” awards, but that’s 
exactly what happened. He went from being an obscure 
(= mostly unknown) game designer to being a famous 
one very quickly, and suddenly everyone was asking him 
for interviews.

Click the image to see the rest of Davey’s comic.
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